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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce a new type of nets with bounded types of distributed resources 
(BR-nets). Linear Logic to describe the behaviour of BR-nets is defined. It is based on Girard’s 
Linear Logic but captures not only consumption of resources but their presence as well. 
Theorem of soundness and completeness of the proposed axiomatization is proved and the 
complexity of the provability problem is established for the general case and some particular 
ones. 
1. Introduction 
The idea of relating concurrent computations to linear logic proofs was first 
proposed by Girard [6]. A number of authors considered Petri and other kinds of nets 
for representing concurrency in connection with linear logic [l, 2,3,5]. In this paper 
we introduce another class of nets for representing concurrency in distributed systems 
of bounded resource transformations (BR-nets). Every node of such a net contains 
a multiset of resources of fixed types, called supplies and rules of supply transforma- 
tions (converters). A request for a BR-net consists of a multiset of source resources, 
a multiset of resulting resources and a goal node where the result should be obtained. 
An execution of a BR-net for a given multiset of requests includes two stages. The first 
stage is an initial resource distribution among the nodes of the net between concurrent 
requests. The second stage consists of applying converters to supplies at the nodes and 
of transmitting resources between connected nodes. Each supply and each converter 
can be used only once, and all the distributed resources should be used. 
The goal of this paper is to construct a linear logic calculus that will 
adequately describe the behaviour of BR-nets. The proposed calculus is based 
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upon Horn fragment of Multiplicative Linear Logic (it is in fact its conservative 
extention). 
The Horn fragment of Linear Logic is of particular interest because of its simple 
and natural resource transformation semantics. For example, propositional etters in 
formulas may denote products of different kinds and implication of the form (A + B) 
can be considered as either a contract for an exchange of the products from the list 
A to the products from the list B, or as some technological process of making the 
products B with production costs A. Then the fact that the sequent 
ac(a + (bb)) ((bc) + d) kbd 
is true will mean that, using the products a and c and the exchange contracts (a + (hb)) 
and ((bc) -+ d), we can obtain the products bd. 
In this paper we modify Horn fragment of Multiplicative Linear Logic to provide 
for each BR-net a calculus with the following features: 
(i) simultaneous proof of a multiset of concurrent sequents, and 
(ii) use of a restricted amount of initially given resources (axioms). 
It seems that in previous studies of Linear Logic these features were not completely 
reflected. 
In Section 2 we define the class of BR-nets and the rules of their execution. In 
Section 3 the logical notation is introduced and elementary (Horn) sequents are 
considered. For every BR-net we define a proof system and state its soundness and 
completeness. In Section 4 it is shown that the provability problem for the system is 
NP-complete even for subclass of 1 letter BR-nets. Some other subclasses of BR-nets 
are defined and the complexity of the provability problem is established for the 
subclasses. In Section 5 an extention of the proof system on general sequents is 
discussed and its soundness and completeness i  proved. 
2. BR-nets 
We fix a finite set S. The elements of S will be called supplies. The set SList of supply 
lists is the least satisfying the following conditions: S c SList; if A, B E SList, then 
(AB) E SList. Two lists A, B E SList are equivalent iff the multisets of elements of 
S included in A and B are equal. For example, for S = {a, b, c}, ((au) (bc)) is equivalent 
to (u(b(cu))) but is not equivalent to (u(bc)). We do not distinguish between a list 
A E SList and the multiset of elements of S included in A. An exponential notation will 
be used for representing multisets. For example u3b2c will correspond to a multiset 
{a, a, a, b, b, c> and to any list constructed of these and only these letters. 
Let X and Y be supply lists. Then an expression (X + Y) is called a converter. 
Converters (X + Y) and (U + V) are equivalent if X is equivalent to U and Y is 
equivalent to I/. We fix such a finite set P of converters that any two different 
converters from P are not equivalent. The elements of P will be called basic converters. 
Let R = S u P. R is said to be a set of basic resources. The definition of RList is similar 
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to the definition of SList. The set RList is the least satisfying the following conditions: 
R c RList; if A, B E RList, then (AB) E RList. Let [A]r be the number of copies of 
element r E R in multiset (list) A E RList. This means that [r]r = 1, [s]r = 0 for 
different elements , r from R and [(AB)]r = [A]r + [B]r. For example, 
[((au) (a --+ @a)) (bc))]u = [u%c(u --+ (bu))]u = 2. 
A BR-net llJz over R is a pair (G,f ) where G = (V, E) is a finite directed graph and 
f: V x R S- N is a function which for every node c( E V and for each kind of resources 
r E R defines the amount f(a, r) of resource r stored in the node CX. 
A triplet (A, B, a) where A and B are mulisets of elements of R, and a E V is called 
a request. We call A a source of the request, B a result of the request and a a goal node 
of the request. 
Consider a BR-net W = ((V, E),f) and a multiset of requests 
Q = {QI, . . . 7 Q,}, where Qi = (Ai, Bi, ai) for i = 1, . . . , n. 
Initialization of 9R for Q consists of the following: 
(i) For every request Qi a number k = k(i) of subrequests is defined and Qi is 
divided on k subrequests 
Q;" = (A;“, B;“, ai), . . . , Qj”’ = (AT’, Br’, q) 
such that 
A. = A!“” . . . vA!k’ I I 1 3 B. = B!“” . . . UB!k’ I I 1 . 
(ii) In every node a E V for every 1 d i < n and every 
of resources R(a, i, j) is reserved for subrequest QY’. 
Let 
Jnit : (V X R X N X N) * N 
1 < j d k(i), a certain amount 
be a function that defines an initial distribution of resources: for every 1 d i d n and 
every 1 <j < k(i), &it( a, r, i, j) is equal to the amount (the number of copies) of 
resource r initially reserved in node a for subrequest Qy’. Then at the initial moment 
for every r E R the multiset R(a, i,j) will contain&&a, r, i, j) copies of r. 
The following conditions should hold for an initial distribution: 
(i) sufficiency of resources in each node: 
Wr E VI P’r E W 
( 
n k(i) 
1 c fda, r, i,.d G f@, 4 
i=l j=l 1 
(ii) completeness of resource reservation for each subrequest: 
(‘di E Cl, n]) (Vj E [l, k(i)]) (Vr E R) Cfinit(a, r, i, j) = [Al”]r . 
EV 
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An execution of the BR-net 9J’I on a multiset of requests Q with an initialization 
determined byX”i, is a sequence g = slsZ ... of steps which affect some of the multisets 
R(cc, i, j). Execution steps can be of three different types: 
(a) Resource transformation at a node. 
If for some ct E V and i E Cl, n], j E [l, k(i)], R(a, i, j) is equivalent o 
(W(A + fw, 
then the step consists of changing R(a, i, j) to (CB), i.e. of application of the converter 
(A + B) to the supply list A and obtaining the supply list B as a result. This step is 
active for these c(, i. 
(bl) Supply transmission between nodes. 
If (a, /I) E E, R(ol, i, j) = A and A E SList (A does not contain converters) then the 
step consists of changing R(a, i, j) to an empty set and adding A to R(b, i, j). This step 
is active for these p, i. 
(c) Subrequests union. 
If for some CI E V, i E [l, n], j, j’ E [l, k(i)], R(a, i, j) is not empty and j’ #j then the 
step consists of adding R(a, i, j) to R(a, i, j’) and of changing R(a, i, j) to an empty set 
(i.e. subrequests Qy’ and Q I”’ are being united in the node CX). This step is active for 
these a. i. 
An execution c = slsZ ... s, of YJI on c1 withJ,i, is called successful iff after the step 
s, the following two conditions hold: 
(i) (Vi E [l, n]) (Vj E [l, k(i)]) (R(M, i,j) = BY’), 
and 
(ii) (Vi E Cl, ~1) (Vj E Cl, k(i)]) (V’B # ai) (R(P, i,j) = 8). 
A multiset XJ of requests succeeds on BR-net YJI iff there exist an initialization 
hnit and a successful execution cr of !IJI on Q withA,+ 
Example 1. Consider the BR-net YJI shown on Fig. 1. 
a”((&) -+ b) 1 --+ 2 (a + b)2 
1r 1 
c(b + c) 3 + 4 (b +c) 
Fig. 1 
It has four nodes: 1, 2, 3, 4. The set of basic resources consists of supplies {a, b, c} 
and converters {((a’~) -+ b), (a + b), (b -+ c)>. Resource presence is shown near the 
nodes. For example, f(1, a) = 4, f(2, ( a -P b)) = 2. Consider a multiset 8 of two 
requests 
{(bud + b) (a -+ b) (b + c)~, c2, 4), (~(a -, b), b, 2)). 
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Define the initial distribution of resources: 
k(1) = 2, k(2) = 1, 
R(l, 1, 1) = a”((&) + b), R(l, 1, 2) = a, R(l, 2, 1) = a, 
R(2, 1,2) = R(2,2, 1) = (a -+ b), 
R(3, 1, 1) = c, R(3,1,2)=(b-+c), R(4, 1,2) = (b --) c). 
Then it is easy to define such a sequence of steps that will lead to the following 
distribution: 
R(2,2, 1) = b, R(4, 1, 1) = c, R(4, 1,2) = c 
(all the other resource boxes will be empty). 
Step 1: (bl) Supply transmission. The step consists of changing R(l, 2, 1) to an 
empty set and adding a to R(2,2, 1). 
Step 2: (a) Resource transformation at node 2. The step consists of changing 
R(2,2, 1) to b, i.e. of application of the converter (a -+ b) to the supply list a and 
obtaining the supply list b as a result. 
Step 3: (bl) Supply transmission. The step consists of changing R(3, 1, 1) to an 
empty set and adding c to R(l, 1, 1). 
Step 4: (a) Resource transformation at node 1. The step consists of changing 
R(l, 1, 1) to b, i.e. of application of the converter ((a’~) + b) to the supply list a2c and 
obtaining the supply list b as a result. 
Step 5: (bl) Supply transmission. The step consists of changing R(l, 1,2) to an 
empty set and adding a to R(2, 1,2). 
Step 6: (a) Resource transformation at node 2. The step consists of changing 
R(2, 1,2) to b, i.e. of application of the converter (a -+ b) to the supply list a and 
obtaining the supply list b as a result. 
Step 7: (bl) Supply transmission. The step consists of changing R(2, 1,2) to an 
empty set and adding b to R(4, 1,2). 
Step 8: (a) Resource transformation at node 4. The step consists of changing 
R(4, 1,2) to c, i.e. of application of the converter (b + c) to the supply list b and 
obtaining the supply list c as a result. 
Step 9: (bl) Supply transmission. The step consists of changing R(l, 1, 1) to an 
empty set and adding b to R(3, 1, 1). 
Step 10: (c) Subrequests union. The step consists of adding R(3, 1,2) to R(3, 1, 1) and 
of changing R(3, 1,2) to an empty set. 
Step 11: (a) Resource transformation at node 3. The step consists of changing 
R(3, 1, 1) to c, i.e. of application of the converter (b -+ c) to the supply list b and 
obtaining the supply list c as a result. 
Step 12: (bl) Supply transmission. The step consists of changing R(3, 1, 1) to an 
empty set and adding c to R(4, 1, 1). So Q succeeds on YJI. 
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Example 2. Consider the BR-net !JJI shown on Fig. 2. 




It has nodes: 1, 2, 3. The set of basic resources consists of supplies (a, b, c, d} and 
converters. Resource presence is shown near the nodes. The graph is a tree. Moreover 
the graph is a line. 
We associate with set P of basic converters an oriented graph G(P). The nodes of 
G(P) are all the supplies. Nodes x and y are connected by an edge outgoing from x and 
incoming in y iff x is contained in X and y is contained in Y for some converter 
(X 4 Y) from P. 
In our example the graph of converters has no cycle. Consider a multiset c1 of two 
requests 
{(ad(a -+ b) (d -+ 4, & 3), (4~ -+ 4, c, 3)). 
and request 
(aad(a -+ b) (d --+ a) (a -+ c), abc, 3). 
It is easy to see that this request succeeds on ‘9.R and each request from Q succeeds 
itself on %R. But the multiset does not succeed on 9Jl because we cannot unite 
subrequests of distinct requests. 
3. Proof rules for elementary sequents 
Let S be a finite set of propositional variables called supplies. The formulas of the 
language are built from symbols of set S, symbol + of the binary propositional inear 
implication operation, and parentheses (and). Elements of S are formulas. If A and 
B are formulas then (AB), (A + B) are formulas too. (AB) is the conjunction of A and 
B. So elements of RList can be considered as formulas. 
Expressions of the form At, B, where A and B are formulas and CI is a node of the 
graph are called sequents. A sequent At-, B is called elementary, iff A and B are 
conjunctions of supplies and basic converters (i.e. A and B belong to RList). Two 
formulas A and B are said to be equivalent if A can be transformed into B by using 
associative and commutative laws for conjunction. A more detailed definition of the 
equivalence of formulas is contained in [2]. If A is equivalent o C and B is equivalent 
to D, then the sequents A kU B and C k, D are called equivalent. 
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For each BR-net ‘9.R = ((V, E), f) we define the Horn Linear Logic calculus HT%{. 
All sequents in proposed rules are elementary. Symbols A, B, C, D denote (nonempty) 
formulas, symbols E, H either are empty or denote formulas, CI and fl denote nodes of 
the BR-net ‘9.R 
(2) (ConA 
Ak=B C t,D 









A t, B 
if (x, p) E E, and B E SList. 
Axioms of HTYjI 
For each r E R and for each node c( E V’ we add f(cr, r) copies of the axiom r ka r. 
A proof in HTgjI is a sequence of sequences of sequents. All the sequents from the 
first sequence of sequents are axioms. The number of all the copies of an axiom r EN r is 
not greater than f(c~, r). The next sequence of sequents is obtained from the previous 
one by using one of the proof rules. This means that if the previous sequence has the 
form 
AIM-,,& . . . ,A,~-,_B,,A,+1~~+,B,+1, . . . A~&, 
then the next one has either the form 
where z,,, is equal to CI,, 1 and there is a rule 
&k&n &+~hx~+,&+~ 
C h;, D 
or the form 
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(the next sequence is obtained from the previous one by replacing A, k,,h, B, with 
C ED D) and there is a rule 
A, kz;, & 
CkfiD ’ 
A sequence of sequents 
Arkh,Br, . . ..A.kzJB, 
is provable in HTw 8 there exists a proof in HT,, which has it as its last sequence. 
Example 3. Consider the BR-net ‘9lI shown on Fig. 1. The following sequence of 
sequences of sequents is a proof in HT,,: 
(0) (axioms) 
c t-3 c, a kr a, a t-r a, ((a’c) + b) kr ((US) --f b), (b -+ c) t-j (b + c), 
ukru, (u+b) I-2@+@, (b+c) I-,(b+c), 
a kr a, (a + b) k2(u + b); 
(1) (rule 4) 
c k-1 c, a t-r a, a Er a, ((a%) + b) t-r((u’c) + b), (h -+ c) Es(b + c), 
a Er a, (a + b) I-Ju + b), (b + c) k& -+ c), 
a El a, (a + b) k,(u -+ b); 
(2) (rule 2) 
(cu) k-1 (cu), a kr a, ((u’c) + b) tr ((a%) + b), (b -+ c) t3 (b + c), 
ukru, (u+b)E2((a+b), (b+c)I7,(b-+c), 
a tr a, (a + b) t2 (a + b); 
(3) (rule 2) 
(@a) a) k1 ((ca) a), ((a2c) + b) FI ((a’c) + b), (b + c) ES (b + c), 
a t-r a, (a -+ b) k2 (a + b), (b + c) kb (b -+ c), 
a kr a, (a + b) E2 (a + b); 
(4) (rule 3, rule 1) 
((@a) a) ((a2c) --) b)) krk (b -+ c) t--S (b + c), 
a kr a, (a + b) k2 (a + b), (b --$ c) t-4 (b + c), 
a Er a, (a + b) E2 (a + b); 
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(5) (rule 4) 
(((cd a) ((a2c) + b)) Es b, (b -, c) t-3 (b -+ c), 
aFlu, (a+b)t-,(a+b), (b+c)t,(b+c), 
a El a, (a -+ b) t--2 (a + b); 
(6) (rule 1) 
((((cd 0) ((a’~) -+ b)) (b + c)) Es c> 
a k-1 a, (a + b) k2 (a + b), (b + c) t-4 (b -+ c), 
a k, u, (a + b) t-2 (a -+ b); 
(7) (rule 4) 
((((cd a) ((a2c) + b)) (b + c)) h c> 
a t-I a, (a -+ b) F2 (a + b), (b + c) Fd (b -+ c), 
a El a, (a + b) F2 (a + b); 
(8) (rule 4) 
((((cd a) ((a’~) -+ 6)) (b + c)) t. c, 
a t2 a, (a + b) F2 (a -+ b), (b + c) Fh (b + c), 
a t-l a, (a + b) F2 (a -+ b); 
(9) (rule 1) 
((((cd a) ((a’~) -+ b)) (b + c)) h G 
@(a -+ b)) F2 b, (b -+ c) k.i.i (b + c), 
u El a, (a + b) k2 (a + b); 
(10) (rule 4) 
((((cd a) ((a’~) -+ b)) (b + c)) hc, 
(~(a + b)) kt-,b, (b + c) kt (b + c), 
u El a, (a + b) F2 (a + b); 
(11) (rule 1) 
((((cd a) ((a2c) + b)) (b + c)) b c, 
((~(a + b)) (b --t c)) h c, 
a t-I a, (a + b) t-2 (a + b); 
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(12) (rule 2, rule 3) 
(ca3) ((a’c) + b) (a + 6) (b + C)%d c2, 
a El a, (a + b) k2 (a -+ h); 
(13) (rule 4) 
(ca3) ((a2c) + b) (a + b) (b + C)%LC2, 
a k2 a, (a + b) F2 (a + b); 
(14) (rule 1) 
(ca”) ((U2C) -+ b) (a -+ b) (b + c)2k4 C-2, 
u(a -+ b) k2 b. 
Theorem 1 (Soundness and completeness of HT&. A sequence of elementary sequenrs 
A, b,Bl, ... A~z”~B, 
is provable in HT,, ifl the multiset of requests 
Cl = {MI, B1, XI>, ..’ , <A,, &I, %>> 
succeeds on 9X with execution steps of types (a), (bl) and (c). 
Proof. Soundness is proved by induction on proof length in HTqI. The following 
lemma on cut “elimination” plays the crucial role. 
Lemma 1. For any proof in HT,,,[ there exists an equivalent proof in which the second 
premise in any rute of type 1 is an uxiom of the form 
(A -+ B) k&4 -+ B). 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 from [2]. An occurrence of rule 1 is good 
if the second of its premises is an axiom and is bad otherwise. The formula B in rule 
1 is called a cut formula. We call rule 1 a cut rule. We will call a cut rule occurrence 
a “begin” one if its right sequent is not an axiom and, for every preceding cut rule, the 
right sequent is an axiom. The complexity of a formula is the number of propositional 
connectives occuring in it, The complexity of a sequent is the sum of the complexities 
of its left and right parts. The proof complexity is a pair, the first element of which is 
the number of all the bad cut rule occurrences and the second one is the sum of the 
complexities of the second premises for all the bad cut rule occurrences. Pairs are 
compared lexicographically. The proof is by induction on the complexity of the given 
proof of the sequence of sequents. We delete all the rule 3 occurrences from the given 
proof. 
Induction base. All the cut rules are good. 
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Induction step. There is a “begin”cut rule occurrence in the proof. We choose one of 
them, and consider the following cases. 
Case 1: Before the rule 1 occurrence on the right, we have a rule 2 occurrence. This 
case has been considered in [2] as case 1 of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Case 2: Before the rule 1 occurrence on the right, we have a good rule 1 occurrence. 
This case has been considered in [2] as case 4 of the proof. 
Case 3: Before the rule 1 occurrence on the right, we have a rule 4 occurrence. This 
case is impossible because the right part of the sequent must be contained in SList. 
The lemma is proved. 0 
First, we consider the case when the last step of the proof uses rule 1. By the 
induction assumption there exists an initialization finit and a successful execution o of 
!VI on requests 
QI = <A,,bW,~h Qx = <(A -+@,(A -'B),~), Qs, . . > Qm. 
No steps of cr can change R(a, 2,l) = (A + B). Let us replace Q1 and Qz with the 
request 
QI' = ((AdA -W, (W,~h 
combine subrequests of Qi’ out of subrequests of Qi and Q2 and define 
k’(1) = k(1) + 1, 
.Lnit’(K CA --$ B)~ 1, k’(l)) = 1, 
_hnif’(& y, l, k’(1)) = 0 
for other I E R, 
.Lnit’(B, r, l, k’(1)) = 0 
for other p E V and all r E R, and Anit’ =finit for all other arguments. Then the 
execution (r will lead to such a state of IMZ that 
R(a, 1, 1)u ... uR(cc, 1, k(1)) = (AC) 
and R(cc, 1, k’(1)) = (A + B). We can add to G some steps of type (c) to unite all the 
subrequests and then use a step (a) to obtain R(a, 1, 1) = (CB). This extended compu- 
tation will be successful for requests Q 1 ‘, Q3, . . . , Q,,,. 
Now we consider the case when the last step of the proof uses rule 2. By the 
induction assumption there exists an initialization&,,, and a successful execution G of 
9JI on requests 
QI = (A,B,~),Q, = (C,D,a),Q3, .. . , Qm. 
Let us replace Q1 and Q2 with the request 
QI' = (W&VW, a>: 
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combine subrequests of Qi’ out of subrequests of Qr and Q2 and define 
k’(1) = k(1) + k(2), 
Xnit’(P, r, 1, k(l) + 4 =.hnit(P, r, 2, i) 
for all Y E R, all p E I/ and i = 1, . . , k(2) , and ~nif’ =hnit for all other arguments. 
Then the execution r~ will lead to such a state of %I that 
R(a, 1, 1)u ... uR(a, 1, k’(1)) = (BD). 
Finally we consider the case when the last step of the proof uses rule 4. By the 
induction assumption there exists an initialization Jni, and a successful execution o of 
1)32 on requests 
Q1 = (A B, a>, Qz, . . . > Qm. 
Moreover B E SList. So we can add to g some steps of type (bl) to obtain B in fl. 
Completeness. Let an initialization Jnit and an execution o of %JI on Q = 
(Q 1, . . . , Q,,) be successful. We define for any a E I/, any i E [l, n], and anyj E [I, k(i)] 
a multiset (formula) L(cc, i, j) by induction on execution. Initially, L(a, i, j) = R(ct, i, j). 
If a step of execution is of type (bl) with parameters CI, 8, i, j then 
L(P, i,j) eL(P, i,j)u% Cj); L(cc, i, j) = 0. 
If a step of execution is of type (c) with parameters u, i, j, j’ then 
L(a, i, j’) -= L(cc, i, j) uL(a, i, j’); L(a, i, j) * 0. 
Steps of type (a) do not affect any L(a, i, j). 
It is obvious that on any step of an execution and for any CI E V, i ~[l, n], 
j E [l, k(i)], the multiset R(a, i, j) is not empty if and only if the multiset L(a, i, j) is not 
empty. 
The proof of completeness follows immediately from the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2. On any step of an execution the sequence of sequents 
W, i,j) I-,R(a, i,j) 
(MEV, iE[l,n], jE[l,k(i)l, R(cc,i,j)#@) 
is provable in HTV2. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on execution. The base of induction is 
trivial. The cases when the last execution step is a step of type (bl) or (c) are trivial. Let 
the last execution step be a step of type (a). Using induction on execution one can 
prove that in this case L(a, i, j) is 
&‘(a, i, j) (A + B)). 
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Let us replace the sequent 
W% i,j) t-, (WV + B))) 
with the sequents 
L’(& kj) t---a (CA) 
and 
Using induction on execution one can prove that the new sequence of sequents is also 
provable in HT,,. Finally the needed sequence of sequents is obtained from the 
previous one by using rule 1. 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 3. On any step of an execution 
u U L(a,i,j) = Ai 
zeV 1 <j< k(i) 
for any request Qi = (Ai, Bi, Cri). 
Proof. The lemma is proved directly by induction on execution. 0 
4. Complexity 
Question about complexity of Horn fragment of Multiplicative Linear Logic was 
raised in [9, lo] and it was answered in [7] where it was shown that solvability 
problem for this fragment is NP-complete. In [2] NP-complete problem 3-PARTI- 
TION [4] is being reduced to the provability problem of Horn sequents with 2 letters. 
For BR-nets the provability problem for HTw is in NP and it is NP-hard for the 
1 letter alphabet of supplies and an one element fixed set of converters. But we obtain 
a different situation if we suppose graph G = (I’, E) is a tree. 
Theorem 2. Let the set of resource R be {x,(x3 +x)}. Then the problem “Does the 
request (A, B, a) succeed on the BR-net YJI over R?” is NP-complete. 
Proof. Let I = (ai, . . . ,a3,,,) be an instance of 3-PARTITION problem. Let 
al + ... + a3m = mu. 
Consider BR-net !VI = ((V, E),f) where 
I/ = (ill d i d 3m}u{(i, j, k)ll d i <j < k < 3m and ai + aj + uk = a}u{g), 
E = {Ci, LL k)), (j, (6 j, k)), (k, (i, j, 0, ((i, j, k), g)l(i, j, k) E V}; 
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f(i, x) = 1 for all the nodes i E [l, 3m], f((i, j, k), (x3 +x)) = 1 for all the nodes of 
a form (i,j, k), and f(u, r) = 0 for any other pair of arguments. Then the request 
(x~~(x~ + x)~, x”‘, g) succeeds on M iff I E 3-PARTITION. 
The theorem is proved. 
Lemma 4. Suppose graph G = (V, E) is a tree. 
(i) If the multiset {Q1, . . . , Q,,> of requests succeeds on the BR-net 9.3 then there is 
such a successful execution with such an initialization that no request is divided on 
subrequests. So k(i) = 1 for i E [l, n]. 
(ii) !f the multiset of requests succeeds on the BR-net ‘$I with such an initialization 
that no request is divided on subrequests then there is such a successful execution 
CT = sls2 ... sl with the same initialization that for 0 < p < q d 1, if sP is activefor CC, i and 
sq is active for /I, j then the tree level of CI is less than or equal to the tree level of j?. 
Proof. We say that a pair of steps (sp, sq) of the execution (r = sls2 ... sr is bad if: 
(i) O<p<q<l; 
(ii) s, is active for X, i; 
(iii) s, is active for /?,j; and 
(iv) the tree level of a is greater than the tree level of p. 
We define a linear order on pairs of steps corresponding to the lexicographical 
order on their indexes. Let (sp, sq) be the first bad pair in cr. 
Let 6’ = sl, . . . ,sp-1,&psp,$7+1, ... ,sq-l,Sq+l, .‘. 3 sI. Then it is easy to see that 
the sequence of steps B’ with the same initialization is a successful execution for the 
same set of requests. 
This procedure can be repeated until we get a successful execution without bad 
pairs. 
Suppose that there is no bad pair for the execution 6. For any request Qi there is the 
only path from the root of G to ai. We can unite initializations of all subrequests of the 
request Qi in nodes of this path and delete corresponding steps from C. 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Theorem 3. Fix numbers k and m. Suppose graph G = (V, E) is a tree. 
(i) Let set P of converters contains less than k elements. The problem “Does the 
multiset of m requests 
a = {(A,, BI, MI), . . . , (A,, &, CG,J) 
succeed on the BR-net ‘9J2 over R?” can be solved in O(n tog@)) time where n is the size of 
the input. 
(ii) Let the set R of resources contains less than k elements. Then the problem “Does 
the multiset of m requests 
Q = ((AI, BI, a~>, . . . , <A,, B,, G,>> 
succeed on the BR-net 9J2 over R?” is in PTIME. 
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Proof. (i) The algorithm description is analogous to the one that was given in [2]. We 
can suppose that Bi, . . . , B, are multisets of supplies. A request ((CD), B, a) where 
C is a multiset of supplies and D is a multiset of converters is correct if B is obtained 
from C by deleting the premises of all the converters from D and adding the 
conclusions of all the converters. At first we check the correctness of the requests. If 
a request from Q is incorrect then 12 does not succeed on !IR. 
Let all the requests be correct. 
First we consider the case when for each i = 1, . , m, the multiset Ai contains less 
than two converters. In this case, if Ai contains a converter, we choose the nearest o 
c(i node /I located on the path from the root to x1 from such nodes that the resources 
stored in the node contain the converter. Then we initially distribute the converter to 
the node /I. The supplies needed for the converter are chosen from the resources tored 
in the nearest o /I nodes located on the path from the root to j3, and the supplies are 
distributed to the nodes. The additional supplies are chosen from the resources tored 
in the nearest to a1 nodes located on the path from the root to c(~. We distribute 
A, and then we change ‘$3 by deleting the resources initially reserved for Al. After that 
we are going to consider AZ, . . . , A,, if m > 1. 
We attempt to present Ai as (UiI’i) in all possible ways such that multiset 
Ui contains one-half of all the converter members of Ai. For each such presentation we 
choose a node pi located on the path from the root to C(i. We attempt to satisfy 
for some multisets W,, . . . , W, of supplies. If the attempt is successful we change 
‘9.3 by deleting the resources initially reserved in node Bi for subrequest (Ui, Wi, ,$) 
from the resources tored in the node pi and adding Wi to the resources tored in the 
node /Ii for all i. Then for multiset 
of requests, we attempt to find a successful execution with such an initialization that 
R(y, i, j) is empty if y is located on the path from the root to pi and is distinct from Bi. 
(ii) We improve the proof construction algorithm from [2]. We can suppose that 
B 1, . . . , B, are multisets of supplies. At first we check the correctness of the requests. If
a request from Q is incorrect then Q does not succeed on 93. 
Let all the requests be correct. 
A cut is such a m-tuple (pi, . . . , /II,,,) of nodes that for i = 1, . , WI, the node /3i is 
located on the path from the root of G to C(i. 
A distribution g for a cut (pi, . . , pm) is a mapping which for every i = 1, . . , m and 
for each kind of resources r E R defines a number g(pi, r, i) of copies of resource 
r involved in the node pi in the request of number i. The distribution is correct if for 
each resource r and each node c( from the cut, the total number of copies of resource 
r involved in the node a in all the requests is less than or equal to the numberf(cc, r) of 
copies of r stored in CI. 
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A state is such a pair that the first element is a correct distribution y for a cut 
(PI, . . . , &,J, and the second element is a sequence 
of requests where WI, . . . , W, are multisets of supplies. The state is correct if the 
following property holds: 
There is a successful execution of 9JI on 
(Ul, Wl, A)> ... > (Urn> wm Pm) 
with such an initial distribution h that for every i = 1, . . . , m and for each kind of 
resources r E R, the number k(i) of all the subrequests for the request of number i is 
equal to 1 and h(fli, r, i, 1) = g(fii, r, i). 
The weight of the state is the number 
A next state for a given correct state 
(9, Wl, Wl, Dl), “’ > (Urn, wm Pm))) 
is such a correct siate 
that there exist such a natural number j and such a resource s that the following 
conditions (l)-(7) hold: 
(1) 0 <j < m + 1; 
(2) SE R; 
(3) either s E S or it is possible to apply s to Wj; 
(4) pj is located on the path from the root to yj; 
(5) for i = 1, . . . , m, either pi is yj or yj is not located on the path from the root to Bi; 
(6) either 
(6a) yj is jj and 
gl(Yj, s,j) = g(Yj, s, j) + 1, Cj = (Suj), 
Sl(Yj, r,j) = S(Bj, r,j) 
for all r E R, r # s or 
(6b) yj is distinct from fij, 
gl(Yjt r,j) = 0 
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for all r E R, r # s, and either 
(6ba) gr(yj, s, j) = 1 and Cj = (suj) 
or 
(6bb) gr(yj, s, j) = 0 and Cj = Uj; 
(7) for all r E R and all i = 1, . . , m, 
yi = pi, Ci = Ui, gl(yi, r, i) = S(Pi, r, 4 
if i is distinct from j. 
The algorithm consists of the following steps. 
Step 0: We find all the correct state with the weight 0. 
Step i + 1: For each correct state 
with the weight i we find all its next states with the weight i + 1. So for given s E P and 
j we check whether it is possible to apply s to Wj For these applicable s and for all 
s E S we try to find such a node yj that pj is located on the path from the root to pj, the 
condition (5) holds, and 
f(Yj2 s, ’ pzT S(Bi2 h 9. 
1 ‘I 
We call each state received a state of the level 1. For 1 = 1, . , . , m and for each state of 
the level 1, we find for this state all the next states of weight i + 1 and call them the 
states of level 1+ 1. As the result of the step i + 1 we output the union of all the states 
of levels 1, . . . , m + 1. 
Let the size of the input of the algorithm be n. The total number of possible states 
does not exceed the number of all the distributions multiplied by the number of all the 
sequences of m requests. So this number is less than n2km-tm. Checking whether one 
state is the next for another needs time cn for a constant c. Then the time required for 
the step i is less than c(m + 1) n4km+2m+1 and the time complexity of the algorithm is 
bounded by c(m + 1) n4km+2m+2. 
Correctness of the algorithm follows immediately from the following claim. 
Claim. After step i of the algorithm we obtain all the correct states with the weight i. 
Proof. We say that a state 
(9, (Q1, ... 3 Qm)) 
corresponds to the execution 0 if the distribution g is defined by the initial distribu- 
tion. 
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Suppose that cr = si, . . . , s1 is a successful execution for the multiset of requests 
IQ 1, . . . , Q,,,} satisfied the conditions of the lemma 4(ii). We will prove the claim by 
induction on 1. 
Suppose sI is a step of the type (a) for request Qj and r is a converter used on 
the step. Then execution si, . . . , sl_ 1 is successful for the multiset of requests 
{QI, ... 5Qj-1, Q3, Qj+l, ... ,Qm} where Qj is obtained from Qj by deleting converter 
r from Aj with the initialization which differs from the given one only by decreasing 
the number of copies of r in Mj by 1. Suppose a state of weight i corresponds to the 
execution si, . . . , sl_ 1. Then conditions (l)-(5), (7) and (6a) or (6ba) provide that the 
state corresponding to o will be included in the result of the step i + 1 of the 
algorithm. 
If sI is a step of the type (bl) then conditions (l)-(5), (7) and (6bb) provide that the 
state corresponding to (T will be included in the result of the step i of the algorithm. 
The claim is proved. 0 
The given multiset of requests succeeds if and only if this multiset is the second 
element of a correct state. 
The theorem is proved. 0 
If the net has the only node we do not need to use distributions. In this case the 
number of the supplies does not matter. So we can only suppose that the set of 
converters contains less than k elements. Thus Theorem 3(ii) improves Theorem 6 
from [2]. 
We determine a subset of BR-nets for which provability problem is simple for one 
request but is NP-complete for multisets of requests. 
We associate with set P of basic converters an oriented graph G(P). The nodes of 
G(P) are all supplies. Nodes a and b are connected by an edge outgoing from a and 
incoming in b iff a is contained in X and b is contained in Y for some converter 
(X -9 Y) from P. 
We can replace R by {x, y, (x3 -+ y)} in Theorem 2. So for fixed R with graph G(P) 
having no cycle the problem “Does the request (A, B, a) succeed on the BR-net 
9JI over R?” is NP-complete. 
Theorem 4. Suppose graph G(P) has no cycle. Suppose graph G = (V, E) is a tree. Then 
(i) the problem “Does the request 
succeed on the BR-net YR over R?” is in PTIME; 
(ii) for V having only one element, the problem “Does the multiset of requests 
succeed on the BR-net 93 over R?” is in PTIME; 
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(iii) for S = {x, y, z} and V having two elements, the problem “Does the multiset of 
requests 
Q = {VI, BI, ad, . . . , (4, B,, a,>> 
succeed on the BR-net YJI over R?” is NP-complete. 
Proof. (i), (ii). See [l]. 
(iii) Let I = (aI, . . . , asm) be an instance of 3-PARTITION problem. Let 
al + ... + a3m = ma. 
Suppose a/4 < ai < a/2 for i = 1, . . . , 3m. Consider the BR-net YJI shown on 
xem( y” --* ,f)m(xsl + y”l) . . . (X’Jm + y”xm) 1 
1 
Fig. 3. 
pm@ - 1)((xf5 + yal) . . . (Xs + yy)tm- 1) 2 
Fig. 3 
It has nodes: 1, 2. The set of basic resources consists of supplies (x, y! 4 
converters. Resource presence is shown near the nodes. The graph G = (V, E) is a 
Moreover the graph is a line. 
Consider a multiset Q of m identical requests 
(x”“(y” + ZO) (x=1 + y”‘) , , . (XflOrn -+ y03-), Z”yo(m- I), 2). 
The multiset Q succeeds on %JI iff I E 3-PARTITION. 
The theorem is proved. 0 
Open problem 1. Suppose graph G(P) has no cycle. Suppose graph G = (V, E) is a tree. 
Fix a natural number m > 0. For example, let m = 2 and G is a line with two nodes. 
Is the problem “Does the multiset of m requests 
and 
tree. 
Q = (<AI, BI, al), . . . , (A,, B,, a,>) 
succeed on the BR-net YJI over R?” in PTIME? 
Is this problem NP-complete? 
For n being the size of the input, can this problem be solved in O(r@(“)) time? 
Open problem 2. Fix a list P of converters. Suppose graph G = (V, E) is a tree. For 
example, let graph G(P) has no cycle and G is a line with two nodes. 
Is the problem “Does the multiset of requests 
Q = (01, BI, aI>, . . . , (4, B,, am>) 
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succeed on the BR-net %G over R?” in PTIME? 
Is this problem NP-complete? 
For n being the size of the input, can this problem be solved in O(n’os(“‘) time? 
Two different types of resource transmission can be proposed. 
(b2) Total resource transmission. 
If (a, P) E J? W, i, j) is not empty then the step consists of adding R(cr, i, j) to 
R(fi, i, j) and changing R(a, i,j) to an empty set. 
Now let us consider execution of BR-nets with rules of types (a), (c) and (b2), i.e. add 
converter transmissions. In this case the problem of request success is in PTIME. 
Theorem 5. Let R be anyfixed set of resources. Then the problem “Does the sequence of 
requests Ir succeed on the BR-net ‘9JI over R (execution steps (a), (c) and (b2) are 
allowed)?” is in PTIME. 
Proof (Sketch). Steps of type (b2) allow to divide any successful execution of M after 
the initial resource distribution into two stages. The first stage is the transmission of 
all the necessary resources for the source of the request o the goal node. And on the 
second stage the rules of type (a) are used to obtain the result of the request. It is 
possible to use any known polynomial time algorithm for maximal flow problem to 
check the first stage. Then the problem reduced to provability of elementary sequents 
in one node. A polynomial time algorithm which solves the last problem is presented 
in the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
5. Nonelementary sequents 
In Section 3 we defined the proof rules for the case of elementary (Horn) formulas. It 
is possible to extend the calculus and semantics to the case of general sequents. The 
two following rules are added to deal with nonbasic converters: 
(5) (imp1) 
A kz VW (EC) h D 
((AE) (B + C)) Ea (DF) 
if (B -+ C) is not equivalent o a basic converter; 
(6) (imp2) 
(B(B + C)) t, C 
(B + C) t-Z (B + C) 
if (B + C) is not equivalent o a basic converter. 
Some restrictions in use of rules 1 and 4 are needed. In rule 1 the first premise must 
be an elementary sequent. In rule 4 the formulas A, B must be in SList and (a, fi) E E. 
Some changes in definition of the BR-net execution are also needed in order to 
provide soundness and completeness of the extended calculus Tm. 
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A list Ai, . . . , A, of formulas will be called a list of immediate transforms iff either 
n = 1 or for i = 1, . . . , n - 1 both the formula Ai is equivalent o 
CcitDitDi +  Ei)))> 
and the formula Ai+ 1 is equivalent o 
(C&i) 
for some Ci, Di, EC Fix these Ci, Di, Ei for i = 1, . . . , n - 1. If n > 1, let I be the set of 
all the i from { 1, . . . , n - l} such that (Di + Ei) is not equivalent o a basic converter. 
If n = 1 let I be the empty set. The set I will be called the key set of the list. We also say 
that Ai can be transformed to A,. 
If I is empty, the list Al, . . . , A, is a transform. 
Suppose I is not empty. We say, that this list Al, . . . , A, of formulas is a transform, 
if the following property holds: 
There is an i E I such that for each j E ( 1, . . . , i - 1) the formula Cj is equivalent o 
(((Di + Ei) Vi) Uj), the formula Ci is equivalent o (UiWi), for each j = i + 1, . . , n - 1 
the formula Cj is equivalent o (WiVj), and the lists 
and 
((UIDI) (01 -+ EI)), ... 2 ((Ui- IDi- I) (Di- I + Ei- 111, (Wide) 
are transforms. 
The first of them is called the suffix of the given transform and the second one is 
called the prefix of it. The number i will be called a root and the converter (Di -+ Ei) 
will be called a root converter of the given transform. 
IfWiisemptywesupposethatCjis~foreachj=i+1,...,n-1.Ifi+1=nthe 
suffix is empty and we only require the prefix to be a transform. If i = 1 the prefix is 
empty, Wi is empty, and we only require the suffix to be a transform. 
It is followed from the definition that a list of immediate transforms is a transform if 
the key set of the list contains n - 1 elements where n is the number of all the elements 
of the list. In this case each converter used in the immediate transforms is not 
equivalent to a basic converter. So we can choose 1 as a root and the suffix is 
a transform by induction assumption. 
A list A,,, A,, . . . , A, will be called a quasi-admissible list if either n = 0 or the list 
A 1, . . . , A, is a transform and Al is equivalent either to A,, or to a conjunction A0 and 
a formula from SList. 
For a quasi-admissible list Ao, Al, . . , A,, and for each basic resource r E R, the 
r-expense r[A,,, Al, . . . , A,,] of the list Ao, Al, . . . , A, is the number 
CA& - c CD.Jr, 
jsI 
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where Z is the key set of transform Al, . . . , A,, and for a formula A, [A]r is defined as 
follows. [A]r was defined for A E RList. [(AB)]r = [A]r + [B]r. If A is equivalent o 
s and s E R then [A]r = [s]r. If (A -+ B) is not equivalent to a basic converter then 
[(A + B)]r = [A]r + [B]r. 
The r-expense r[&] of the list A,, is the number [&Jr. 
Let CI E I/ be a node of the graph. Let us consider a sequence of several quasi- 
admissible lists of formulas. We say that this sequence is admissible at the node CI if for 
each basic resource r E R the sum of the r-expenses of all the lists from the sequence is 
less than or equal to f(a, r). 
A triplet (A, B, a) where A and B are formulas, and c( E V is called a request. We call 
A a source of the request, B a result of the request and a a goal node of the request. 
Consider a BR-net ‘9X = ((V, E),f) and a multiset of requests 
Q = {QI, ..- >Q,>, where Qi = (A, Biy Xi) for i = 1, . . . , n. 
Initialization of !JJI for n consists of the following steps 1 and 2. 
Step 1: In every node c( E I/ for every 1 < i < n a certain amount of supplies F(cl, i) is 
reserved for request Qi. Let 
J,it:(VXSXN)=>N 
be a function that defines an initial distribution of supplies: for every 1 < i d n 
~nit(tl, s, i) is equal to the amount (the number of copies) of supply s initially reserved in 
node M: for request Qi. Then at the initial moment for every s E S the multiset F(a, i) will 
contain&,(a, s, i) copies of s. IfJ,it(a, s, i) = 0 for all s E S then F(a, i) is empty. 
Step 2: For every 1 < i < n, a formula or nothing is added to F(ai, i). 
The following condition of completeness of resource reservation for each request 
should hold for any initial distribution: 
(Vi E [l, n]) A F(a, i) is equivalent o Ai 
UEV 
where 
is a conjunction of F(a, i) for all c1 E V. 
An execution of the BR-net YJ on a multiset of requests D with initialization 
determined byJ,i, is a sequence (T = slsz ... of steps which affect some of the multisets 
F(a, i). Execution steps can be of two different types (al), (b). 
(al) Resource transformation at a node. 
If for some CI E I/ and i E [l, n], F(a, i) is equivalent o 
(W (A + B))) 
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then the step consists of changing F(a, i) to (CB), i.e. of application of the formula 
(A + B) regarding as a converter to the formula A and obtaining the formula B as 
a result. 
(b) Supply transmission. 
If (a, j?) E E , F(ct, i) = A and A E SList (A does not contain implications) then the 
step consists of changing F(a, i) to an empty set and adding A to F(/3, i). 
Each of the multisets F(cc, i) can be in one of the following states: working, waiting. 
In the first moment each of them is in the waiting state. If F(or, i) has the waiting or 
working state, we can perform a step of type (al). After the step F(a, i) will be in the 
working state. We will call such a step a working for F(a, i) moment. We can perform 
a step of the type (b), only if F(a, i) and F(/?, i) both have the waiting states. After the 
step F(cc, i) and F(P, i) will be in the waiting state. 
Suppose in the first moment F(a, i) is equivalent o a formula A,,, in the working for 
F(ct, i) moments this multiset is successively equivalent o formulas 
A I, . . . > A-1, 
and after the last working for F(a, i) moment it is equivalent to a formula A,,. The 
formula list 
AC,, AI, . , A, 
will be called the working list for F(a, i). If there is no working for F(cx, i) moment then 
n = 0. If the formula list 
is a quasi-admissible list, the execution is called quasi-correct for F(a, i). If the 
execution is quasi-correct for F(a, i) for all i E [l, n], and the sequence of the working 
lists for F(cx, i) for all i E [l, n] is admissible at CI then we say that the execution is 
correct in CL If the execution is correct in each node of the graph the execution is 
correct in 5l.R. 
A correct execution (T = s1s2 . . . s, of !VI on D with hnit is called successful iff after 
the step s, the following two conditions hold: 
(i) (Vi E [l, n]) (F(uiy i) is equivalent o Bi), 
and 
(ii) (Vi E [l, n]) (V’p # ~wi) (F(/?, i) = 8). 
A multiset X2 of requests succeeds on BR-net !llI iff there exist an initialization 
Jnic and a successful execution cr of 9R on B with&,. 
Example 4. Consider the same BR-net YJ shown on Fig. 1 again. Consider a multiset 
Q of two requests 
{ (ca3(a + ((a24 + b)), b, I>, (4~ + b), b, 2)). 
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Define the initial distribution of resources: 
F(l, 1) = a3(a -+ ((a2c) + b)), F(l, 2) = a, 
F(2,2) = (a -+ b), F(3, 1) = c. 
Then it is easy to define such a correct execution that will lead to the following 
distribution: 
F(l, 1) = b, F(2,2) = b 
(all the other resource boxes will be empty). 
Step 1: (b) Supply transmission. The step consists of changing F(l, 2) to an empty 
set and adding a to F(2,2). The next state for F(l, 2) and F(2,2) is waiting. 
Step 2: (al) Resource transformation at node 2. The step consists of changing 
F(2,2) to b, i.e. of application of the converter (a --t b) to the formula a and obtaining 
the formula b as a result. This is a working for F(2,2) moment. 
Step 3: (b) Supply transmission. The step consists of changing F(3, 1) to an empty 
set and adding c to F(l, 1). 
Step 4: (al) Resource transformation at node 1. The step consists of changing 
F(l, 1) to a2c((u’c) --f b), i.e. of application of the converter 
(a + ((a%) -+ b)) 
to the formula a and obtaining the formula ((a”~) + b) as a result. This is a working for 
F(l, 1) moment. 
Step 5: (al) Resource transformation at node 1. The step consists of changing 
F(l, 1) to b, i.e. of application of the converter ((a”~) -+ b) to the formula u’c and 
obtaining the formula b as a result. This is a working for F(l, 1) moment. 
The working list for F(l, 1) is the following list: 
u3(u + ((a%) ---) b)), cu3(u + ((a%) + b)), cu’((u’c) -+ b), b. 
This list is quasi-admissible because the list 
cu3(u + ((u2c) + b)), cu’((a’c) + b), b 
is a transform. The root of the transform is equal to 1 and its prefix is empty. So 
a succeeds on 9JI. 
Example 5. Consider the BR-net ‘9.R having the only node 1. The set of basic resources 
consists of supplies a, b, c, d, e and converters (a + (bc)), ((bd) --f e). Each resource is 
presented at the node by the only copy. Consider a request 
(4~ --) (bc)) (c + 4 ((W + 4, e, 1). 
Then it is easy to define such an execution that will lead to F(l, 1) = e. 
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Step 1: (al) Resource transformation at the node. The step consists of changing 
F( 1, 1) by application of the converter (a + (bc)) to the formula a and obtaining the 
formula hc as a result. This is a working for F(l, 1) moment. 
Step 2: (al) Resource transformation at the node. The step consists of changing 
F(l, 1) by application of the converter (c + d) to the formula c and obtaining the 
formula d as a result. This is a working for F(1, 1) moment. 
Step 3: (al) Resource transformation at the node. The step consists of changing 
F(l, 1) to e, i.e. of application of the converter ((bd) --f e) to the formula hd and 
obtaining the formula e as a result. This is a working for F(l, 1) moment. 
The working list for F(l, 1) is the following list: 
ata * (bc)) (C --) 4 ((W + e), bC(C -+ d) ((bd) --+ e), bd((bd) -+ e), e. 
This list is not quasi-admissible. Indeed if it is a transform then the root of the 
transform must be equal to 2 but we have no suffix. 
So the request does not succeed on ‘91. 
Theorem 6 (Soundness and completeness of T,,). A sequence of sequents 
is provable in TgJ1 ifs the multiset of requests 
succeeds on Yll with execution steps of types (al), (b). 
Proof (Sketch). The proof is similar to the proof from [2]. 
Soundness is proved by induction on proof length in T,,. 
It is easy to see that in any proof in Tgl any occurrence of the rules 1, 5,6 does not 
appear before any occurrence of the rule 4. 
We consider the cases when the last step of the proof uses rules 1 or 5 (other cases 
are more straightforward). If we use rule 1, the same Lemma 1 on cut “elimination” 
plays the crucial role. In this case the proof is analogous to that for HTgjI. If we use rule 
5, then A can be transformed to (BF) and (EC) can be transformed to D. It follows that 
((AE) (B -+ C)) can be transformed to ((BF) (E(B + C))). So it can be transformed to 
(F(EC)) and then to (DF). 
Completeness is proved by induction on execution length. 
Induction base. We have to prove that a sequent A k#-,A has a proof that uses r[A] 
axioms Y $ v for each Y E R. The induction base will be proved by induction on the 
number of propositional connectives in the formula A. Two cases are possible. In the 
first one A is a conjunction of Ai and Al. By the induction assumption Al F.. Al and 
A2 F,, A2 are provable, and we can use the rule 2 to obtain a proof of A t-~~ A. In the 
second case A is (A, + A,), and either (A, -+ A 2 ) is equivalent to a basic converter or 
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Ai kE-,A1 and A2 I-, A2 have proofs satisfying the induction assumption. If we have the 
first possibility we use only one axiom. Otherwise using the rule 5 we obtain the proof 
of (A,(A, + A,)) En A2 and using the rule 6 - the proof of A ku A. 
Induction step. We have a transform A, . . . , B. Two cases are possible. In the first 
case in the given list of immediate transforms one has the following form: 
(C(D(D --f E))), (CE) where (D -+ E) IS a root converter. Otherwise we have the case 
2 and we consider the last immediate transform in this list. 
Case 1. It is easy to see that A is equivalent o ((C, F) (D + E)) , C is equivalent o 
(C, C2 ) , and we have list (CE), . . . , B of immediate transforms. Moreover from the 
root converter definition it follows that B is equivalent to (B, Ci ) and we have 
transforms (C, E), . . . , B, and F, . . , (C, D). By the induction assumption 
F k (C, D)> (C, E) k Bl 
are provable. By rule 5 we obtain a proof of A t, B. 
Case 2. Let the last immediate transform be (C(D(D ---f E))), (CE). It is easy to see 
that A is equivalent o ((A, A,) (D + E)) where A2 is a conjunction of converters not 
equivalent o basic converters and Al is equivalent o a formula from RList. We have 
transform A,, . . . , (C, D), and C is equivalent o (C, C,). By the induction assump- 
tion, the sequent Al FE (Cl D) is provable. Using induction on the number of immedi- 
ate transforms in transform Al . . , (Ci D) it is easy to prove that the sequent 
Ai FE (C, D) is elementary. Moreover the sequents (D + E) FE (D + E) and A, EN C2 
are provable. Using the rules 1 and 2 we obtain a proof of A kz B. 
The theorem is proved. 0 
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